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PARTNER WITH US
Offer your clients
Genuine city experiences with specially 
developed academic programmes and 
tailor-made social programmes.

CONTACT US
Language in Action Ltd.
Suite 101b, Pier Works, 21-22 Old Steine 
Brighton, East Sussex, BN1 1EL England

Jonathan Allan  
Commercial Director 
Email: jonathan@languageinactionltd.co.uk 
Phone:  (office)   +44 (0) 1273 661 576 
               (mobile) +44 (0) 7500 860 924

Emiliano Sallustri  
Operations Director 
Email: emiliano@languageinactionltd.co.uk 
Phone:  (office)   +44 (0) 1273 661 575 
               (mobile) +44 (0) 7468 439 328
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INTRODUCTION

Language in Action
Who are we?
Language in Action is an exciting language  
provider with an caring approach to  
language learning. Our courses offer an  
opportunity to use newly learnt English  
language skills in real life English situations as well as 
gain Trinity GESE certification. We bring the English 
language classroom to life and the classroom to the 
English Language.

Why choose us?
We offer carefully planned excursions and  
language classes that prepare for Trinity 
GESE  examinations in spoken English as 
well as a rewarding cultural experience.

What do we offer?
We offer English language study holidays for 
closed groups and individuals of high school 
students.

TEAM
Meet the Management Team

Commercial Director
Jonathan Allan has more than 14 years’ experience in the 
educational travel sector in the UK and Brazil where he 
set up and successfully ran his own language school and 
has held several senior marketing positions in the UK for 
British council accredited language schools. Jonathan is  
responsible for the marketing and business strategy as well as  
overseeing all aspects of the company

Operations Director
Emiliano Sallustri is a native of Italy and has grown up 
with a strong connection to the summer language school  
business. He has a wide range of organisational experience 
in the travel language industry and most recently has been 
directly responsible for the operations staff and smooth  
running of our existing and new summer schools. As a Level 
3 qualified Safeguarding Lead, he is also in charge of welfare 
and safeguarding.

Vincenzo Straffalaci is a trained Management  
Engineer with 5 years’ experience in the organisation of  
international events and people management. He organises the  
operations of the summer and leads all the relations with the 
suppliers (accommodations, canteens, classes...). Above all, 
he coordinates all the operative staff.

Summer Operations Manager

Employee Manager
Feliciana Ciancia is responsible for the recruitment 
and training of our summer staff and has several year’s  
experience working with international educational travel. 
Her strong interpersonal skills make her ideal for forming  
effective working relationships across the organisation.

Cinzia Boi holds a Masters in Tourism and  
Intercultural Communication and she has been involved in the  
travel study industry for several years. She is responsible 
for the management and support of all welfare officers and  
ultimately responsible for the students’ health and well  
being.

Welfare Manager
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Academic Manager
Sacha Smallwood is a Cambridge DELTA-qualified manager 
and teacher. She has over 7 years teaching experience and over 
3 years management experience in Vietnam and the UK.  Sacha 
provides professional development and support for both new 
and established EFL teachers.

Finance Manager
Michele Cudworth - BSc (Hons), is responsible for all 
things financial within the company. Her extensive skills,  
knowledge and experience covering many aspects of finance,  
including working within other International Language Schools,  
enhance the flair she brings to the Financial Office  
operations.

IT Manager
Garry Wight is responsible for IT at Language in Action and 
has 14 years’ experience in the IT industry. He has spent the 
last 5 years working with International Language Schools. Garry 
ensures the internal systems and website as well as the day to 
day operation of the summer schools run smoothly.

Social Media Manager 
Elisa Bazzarelli is a Management Engineer with a deep 
knowledge of social networks and new trends. As a digital 
native, she has a strong connection with digital channels. 
Her engineering background, together with her analytical 
sense and graphic skills make her ideal for managing the 
LiA social media official channels.  
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LEARNING

Language in Action 
Methodology
At Language in Action, the focus is on student  
interaction and authentic communication  
incorporating British culture combined with  
Trinity College GESE exam preparation together with a  
stimulating and varied activity programme.

All our teachers are TEFL-trained and receive specialised professional  
development designed towards teaching young learners on short-term  
summer courses.
Our carefully developed teaching programmes are specifically aimed 
at improving spoken communication. While we are proud of the  
excellent quality of our standard courses, we are also happy to adjust them to  
ensure your students get the experience that best suits their needs.
Language in Action’s course materials are carefully selected and  
specifically aimed at young learners aged between 12 and 17 on  
short-term EFL courses, focussing on developing and improving  
speaking and listening skills. The lessons include topic-based coursebook units,  
discussions and exercises, pronunciation, British culture, vocabulary  
building, learner training, grammar, language games and interactive,  
student-centred activities.
At Language in Action, we believe that achieving a Trinity College GESE 
exam is a unique opportunity for students to return home with an exam  
qualification as well as having a positive and enjoyable summer school  
experience.
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LEARNING

Our teachers and 
activity leaders

Our teachers and activity leaders are an  
essential part of our courses and are the 
glue that holds the entire experience  
together.

Students will receive support throughout 
the course and will be accompanied on  
excursions and social activities so that we 
can be on hand to enable the students 
to get the most out of their experience  
linguistically and in general.

Our courses for school groups follow 
a specific syllabus and include course  
materials so that the students benefit from 
structured learning and we can maintain a 
high quality of teaching.
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VARIED PROGRAMME

Study holiday courses 
for school groups

Students will be taught the necessary language in 
the class before their excursions so that they have 
the chance to explore everything the UK’s top cities 
have to offer and to interact with other international  
students and with native English speakers during our 
activity and social programmes as they explore the  
local environment.

Students won’t simply go shopping but rather  be  
encouraged to use key English structures learnt in class 
to negotiate a better price and to communicate what 
they need in English to the sales assistant so that they 
can build confidence. All activities and excursions are 
linked to the class syllabus but at the same time are 
fun  and engaging.

We offer an activity and excursion
programme which is focused on  
London.
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LONDON SUMMER CENTRES

Roehampton University Centre
Zone 3 London
MIN AGE: 12           MAX AGE: 17 
(For closed group bookings students may be with older students)

Roehampton University is in 
a safe, green neighbourhood 
in Zone 3 and is 20 mins from 
London Waterloo by train and 
a 10-minute walk to nearby  
prestigious Richmond town  
centre.
Students stay in single en-suite
rooms on the university campus
and will experience the British
university lifestyle in one of the
UK’s top universities as well as 
having direct access to one of 
London’s biggest royal parks.



The Neighbourhood

Roehampton is situated in south west  
London, Zone 3, in the Borough of  
Wandsworth, with excellent transport links 
to central London. The university campus  
overlooks Richmond Park with its stunning 
views and wildlife, whilst at the same time  
being a short walk away from trendy  
Richmond town centre which is an  
established up-market shopping destination 
with over 200 shops. Students are taken out 
on excursions into the surrounding area and 
encouraged to learn about the local history 
and culture.

LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE
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The Accommodation

LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE

Students stay in comfortable single en-suite
rooms with desks and wardrobes. Rooms are
arranged around the university campus and 
students have access to common rooms and 
receive free Wi-Fi. The accommodation is also 
a short walk to the classrooms.



The Food

We offer full-board accommodation and a
continental breakfast is served daily as well
as lunch and dinner in the campus canteen.
The food is a mixture of typical British dishes
and international cuisine with a vegetarian
option and a provision for allergies.

LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE
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The School
LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE

Roehampton University is in a safe, green 
neighbourhood  in Zone 3, is 20 mins from 
London Victoria by train and a 10-minute walk 
to nearby prestigious Richmond town centre. 
Students stay in single en-suite rooms on the 
university campus and get to experience the 
British university lifestyle in one of the UK’s top 
universities as well as having direct access to 
one of London’s biggest royal parks.

Summer Courses
The course focus can be adjusted to students’ 
requirements but our carefully developed 
teaching programme is specifically aimed at 
improving oral communication. Trinity GESE 
exams can be offered on-site.
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LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE

The Activities
Language in Action always strives to  
provide an immersive English experience with  
frequent excursions in to the city centre, as 
well as trips into tourist London at night with 
social activities on campus in the evening.  
Activities include guided tours of London, The 
London Eye and Madame Tussauds as well as 
a trip to the Emirates stadium.

BASIC SAMPLE TIMETABLES OF 14-NIGHT 
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LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE

The Activities
EXPLORER SAMPLE TIMETABLES OF 14-NIGHT 
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LONDON SUMMER CENTRES ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY CENTRE

The Activities
DELUXE TIMETABLE OF 14-NIGHT COURSE
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